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Abstract
We introduce a sequence of numerical homotopy invariants σ i cat, i ∈ N, which are lower
bounds for the Lusternik–Schnirelmann category of a topological space X. We characterize, with
dimension restrictions, the behaviour of σ i cat with respect to a cell attachment by means of a
Hopf invariant. Furthermore we establish for σ i cat a product formula and deduce a sufficient
condition, in terms of the Hopf invariant, for a space X ∪ ep+1 to satisfy the Ganea conjecture, i.e.,
cat((X ∪ ep+1)× Sm) = cat(X ∪ ep+1)+ 1. This extends a recent result of Strom and a concrete
example of this extension is given. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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The Lusternik–Schnirelmann category of a topological space X, denoted catX, is the
least integer n such that X can be covered by n+ 1 open sets each of which is contractible
in X. (If no such n exists, one sets catX =∞.) Category was originally introduced by
Lusternik and Schnirelmann [18] to estimate the minimal number of critical points of
differentiable functions on manifolds. They showed that a smooth function on a smooth
manifoldM admits at least catM + 1 critical points. For a survey, the reader is referred to
[14,15].
It is, in general, not easy to compute the LS-category of a space. In order to obtain partial
results on the subject, numerous approximations of the LS-category have been introduced.
Some of them can be expressed by means of the sequence of fibrations gn(X) :Gn(X)→X
constructed by Ganea [6] to characterize the category of a space X. Ganea proved that
cat(X) is the least integer n for which gn(X) admits a section, and for instance, the Toomer
invariant e(X) [24] is less than or equal to n if and only if the map gn(X) induces a
surjective morphism in homology.
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We are interested in the behaviour of Ganea fibrations after suspension: for i > 1, we
define σ i cat(X) to be the least integer n for which the i-fold suspension of gn(X) admits
a homotopy section. These numbers lie in between e(X) and the (Ganea) weak category
G-wcat(X) defined by Gilbert [9]. The limit of the sequence of the σ i cat(X), which we
denote σ cat(X), coincides for finite CW-complexes with the number r(X) introduced by
Rudyak [20].
We study the influence of a cell attachment on σ i cat in the same way that Berstein and
Hilton did for cat [3] and Gilbert for G-wcat [9]. More precisely, for a map α :Sp→X, we
consider a Hopf invariant, H ′(α), which generalizes the composite higher Hopf invariant
used by Gilbert and we prove:
Theorem. Let X be a (q − 1)-connected CW-complex (q > 2) of finite category. Let
α :Sp→X be a continuous map. For all i > 1,
ΣiH ′(α)= 0⇒ σ i cat(X ∪α ep+1)6 catX.
Moreover, the converse holds when dim(X)6 q(catX+ 1)− 2.
On the other hand we study the σ i -category of the product of X with a sphere Sm:
Theorem. For all i > 0 and for all m> 1, one has
σ i+m cat(X)+ 16 σ i cat(X× Sm)6 σ i cat(X)+ 1.
The problem of the computation of the LS-category of such a product was posed by
Ganea [7] and has been open for a long time. A space for which cat(X× Sm)= catX+ 1
is said to satisfy the Ganea conjecture. The first result was given by Singhof [21] who
proved that cat(X × Sm)= catX+ 1 when X is a compact differentiable or PL manifold
and n lies in some interval defined by the dimension, the connectivity and the category
of X. Later, Hess [11] and Jessup [16] proved that every rational space satisfies the
Ganea conjecture. Recently Rudyak [20] showed that the conjecture holds for every closed
manifold M with dimM 6 2 catM − 3 and for every (q − 1)-connected S-parallelizable
closed manifold M with dim(M) 6 2q catM − 4. Strom [22] proved that it holds for
every (q − 1)-connected CW-complex X with dim(X) 6 q(catX + 1)− 2. On the other
hand, Iwase [13] considers the space Q = S2 ∪α e10 where α ∈ pi9(S2) and establishes
that, for m > 2, cat(Q × Sm) = catQ = 2. It is nevertheless interesting to know when
cat(X × Sm) = catX + 1. A combination of the above theorems allows us to state the
following sufficient condition for a space to satisfy the Ganea conjecture:
Theorem. Let X be a (q − 1)-connected CW-complex (q > 2) with
dim(X)6 (catX+ 1)q − 2.
Consider a map α :Sp→X (p > q + 1). For all m> 1,
Σm+1H ′(α) 6= 0⇒ cat ((X ∪α ep+1)× Sm)= cat(X ∪α ep+1)+ 1.
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This result completes Strom’s theorem. Moreover we can construct a space for which
cat(X× Sm)= catX + 1 and for which this property follows neither from Strom’s result
nor from the other results mentioned above. Let ε3 be the element of order 2 in pi11(S3), as
in Toda’s book [23]. Then, for all m> 1, cat((S3 ∪ε3 e12)× Sm)= cat(S3 ∪ε3 e12)+ 1.
The text is organized as follows: in Section 1 we recall the Ganea construction and define
σ i cat. In Section 2 we discuss the influence of a cell attachment on σ i cat. In Section 3 we
give some product formulas and we apply them to the Ganea conjecture.
The spaces we consider are well-pointed, path-connected, of the homotopy type of a
CW complex of finite type; maps are maps preserving the base point and homotopies are
homotopies relative to the base point. We will not usually distinguish between a map and
its homotopy class.
1. Definition of σ i cat
For a space X, Ganea defined inductively a sequence of fibrations
Fn(X)
in(X)−→ Gn(X) gn(X)−→ X
as follows. Start with the path fibration on X: F0(X)=ΩX, G0(X) = PX and g0(X) is
the evaluation map. In order to define the (n + 1)th fibration from the nth one, consider
the map Gn(X) ∪ CFn(X)→ X obtained from gn(X) by mapping the cone on the base
point. The standard decomposition of this map into a homotopy equivalence and a fibration
gives:
Gn(X) ∪CFn(X) '→Gn+1(X) gn+1(X)−→ X.
Denote by αn+1 the homotopy equivalence and by Fn+1(X) the fibre of gn+1(X).
ΩX
i0(X)
F1(X)
i1(X)
· · · Fn(X)
in(X)
Fn+1(X)
in+1(X)
PX
g0(X)
G1(X) · · · Gn(X)
gn(X)
Gn(X)∪CFn(X) αn+1' Gn+1(X)
gn+1(X)
X
The map G1(X)→ Gn(X) is denoted γn. Note that the evaluation map ΣΩX→ X is
equivalent to g1(X) over X and that Fn(X) has the same homotopy type as the iterated
join ΩX ∗ ΩX ∗ · · · ∗ ΩX of n + 1 copies of ΩX. This sequence of fibrations gives a
characterization of the LS-category:
Theorem 1.1 [6]. cat(X) is the least integer n ∈N for which the fibration gn(X) admits a
section.
We work with the following approximations of the LS-category:
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Definition 1.2. For i ∈ N, the σ i -category of X, σ i cat(X), is the least integer n such
that the i-fold suspension of the nth Ganea fibration Σign(X) :ΣiGn(X)→ΣiX has a
homotopy section. The σ -category of X is the number
σ cat(X) := inf
i∈Nσ
i cat(X).
If no such n exists, one sets σ i cat(X)=∞ (σ cat(X)=∞).
It is easy to see that, if Y dominates X (i.e., there exist r and s, X s→ Y r→X, such that
r ◦ s ' idX), then, for all i , σ i cat(X)6 σ i cat(Y ). The number σ i cat is hence a homotopy
invariant. By convention, σ 0 cat(X)= catX.
Remark. Let Cn(X) be the homotopy cofibre of gn(X) and cn(X) :X→ Cn(X) be the
induced map. The weak category in the sense of Ganea, denoted by G-wcat(X) in the
sequel, is the least integer n for which cn(X) is homotopically trivial. Recently Rudyak
[20] defined a stable version of G-wcat that he denotes r(X): it is the least integer n such
that cn(X) is stably inessential. With the aid of the Puppe sequence it is easy to establish
for 1-connected spaces that for all i > 1,
σ i cat(X)= inf{n ∈N |Σi−1cn(X) is homotopically trivial}.
In particular, σ 1 catX = G-wcat(X). Moreover, if X is a finite CW-complex, one has
σ cat(X)= r(X).
Another approximation of cat(X) was given by Toomer [24] whose invariant e can be
defined, for a field k, by ek(X)= inf{n ∈N |H∗(gn(X);k) is surjective}.
Proposition 1.3. For 16 i 6 j , we have the obvious inequalities
ek(X)6 σ catX 6 σj catX 6 σ i catX6 σ 1 catX 6 catX
and the equality σ 1 catX =G-wcatX holds when X is 1-connected.
Note that there exist spacesX for which G-wcat(X) < cat(X) [9]. There are also rational
spaces—i.e., 1-connected spaces whose homotopy groups are Q vector spaces—for which
the difference between eQ and cat is arbitrarily high [17,4]. These examples together with
the following proposition show that the difference cat−σ i cat is not bounded.
Proposition 1.4. Let X be a 1-connected space and ϕ :X→X0 be the rationalization of
X, then, for all i > 0,
σ i cat(X0)= eQ(X).
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Proof. Remark that we only have to prove that σ i cat(X0)6 eQ(X), for all i > 0. Suppose
that X is a 1-connected space such that eQ(X)6 n and let i > 0. Toomer constructed [25]
a homotopy commutative diagram:
Gn(X)0
λ
(gn(X))0
Gn(X0)
gn(X0)
X0
By hypothesis, H ∗((gn(X))0;Q) admits a retraction. The image of the i-suspension of
this retraction by a realization functor [17] is a homotopy section σ of (Σign(X))0. The
composition Σiλ ◦ σ is a homotopy section of Σign(X0) and therefore σ i cat(X0) 6
n. 2
In general, the σ i -category is a better approximation of the LS-category than the Toomer
invariant. In particular, the σ i -category can detect some torsion phenomena as we will see
in Example 1.
We next give a sufficient condition to have the equality between σ i cat and σ i+1 cat:
Proposition 1.5. Let X be a (q − 1)-connected CW-complex (q > 2) and i > 0. If
σ i catX = n and dim(X)6 q(n+ 1)− 2 then σ i+1 cat(X)= n.
Proof. We use the same technique as [2, Theorem 3]. We only have to prove that
σ i+1 cat(X) > n. Assume that this is not the case, i.e., σ i+1 cat(X) 6 n − 1. Consider
the cofibration sequence
ΣiGn−1(X)
Σign−1(X)−→ ΣiX Σ
icn−1(X)−→ ΣiCn−1(X).
Let F be the homotopy fibre ofΣicn−1(X) and denote by ι :F →ΣiX the canonical map.
Lift Σign−1(X) to a map d :ΣiGn−1(X)→ F such that ι ◦ d 'Σign−1(X).
F
ι
ΣiGn−1(X)
d
Σign−1(X)
ΣiX
Σicn−1(X)
ΣiCn−1(X)
As ΣiGn−1(X) is (q + i − 1)-connected and ΣiCn−1(X) is (qn + i − 1)-connected, it
follows from [8, Lemma 3.1] that d is a q(n+ 1)+ 2i− 2 equivalence. With the restriction
on the dimension of X, this implies that the map
d] :
[
ΣiX,ΣiGn−1(X)
]→ [ΣiX,F ]
is surjective. Since σ i+1 cat(X) 6 n − 1, the map Σicn−1(X) is homotopically trivial
and ι admits a homotopy section τ :ΣiX→ F . There exists hence a map s˜ :ΣiX→
ΣiGn−1(X) such that d](s˜)= d ◦ s˜ = τ . Clearly, s˜ is a homotopy section of Σign−1(X).
We deduce σ i cat(X)6 n− 1 which gives a contradiction and completes the proof. 2
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By an obvious induction argument, we obtain:
Corollary 1.6. Let X be a (q − 1)-connected CW-complex (q > 2). If
dim(X)6 q(catX+ 1)− 2
then σ cat(X)= catX.
2. σ i cat and the Hopf invariant
We consider a (q − 1)-connected CW-complex X (q > 2) and a map α :Sp → X,
p > q + 1. The adjoint Sp−1→ΩX is denoted by α¯ and, the inclusion in the homotopy
cofibre X→ Y = X ∪α ep+1 by j . We write also Σα¯ for the composite Sp Σα¯→ ΣΩX '→
G1(X).
Suppose that the LS-category of X is less than or equal to k > 1. Let s :X→Gk(X) be
a (fixed) section of gk(X) and denote by % :Gk(X)→ C(s) the inclusion of Gk(X) in the
homotopy cofibre of s. Note that, unless specified otherwise, C(f ) denotes the homotopy
cofibre of a map f :A→B .
Definition 2.1. Let X be a space with catX 6 k and s :X→Gk(X) a section of gk(X).
With the above notations, the Hopf (s)-invariant of a map α :Sp → X is the element
H ′(α)= % ◦ γk ◦Σα¯ ∈ pip(C(s)).
Remark. If the space X is a sphere Sq , the map
Σα¯ :Sp→ΣΩSq '
∨
n>1
Sn(q−1)+1
coincides with the composite higher Hopf invariant defined by Hilton [12]. The invariant
H ′(α) ∈ pip(∨n>2 Sn(q−1)+1) is exactly the one used by Gilbert [9] to study G-wcat.
In particular, for n > 1, denote by τn :ΣΩSq → Sn(q−1)+1 the canonical projection
and consider the nth higher Hopf invariant Hn :pip(Sq)→ pip(Sn(q−1)+1) defined by
Hn(α)= τn ◦Σα¯ (H1 is the identity andH2 is the classical Hopf invariant) thenH ′(α)= 0
implies Hn(α)= 0 for all n> 2.
The Hopf invariant and σ i cat are related in the following way:
Theorem 2.2. LetX be a (q−1)-connected CW-complex (q > 2) of LS-category less than
or equal to k > 1 and s :X→Gk(X) be a section of gk(X). Consider a map α :Sp→X,
p > q + 1. For all i > 1,
ΣiH ′(α)= 0⇒ σ i cat(X ∪α ep+1)6 k.
Theorem 2.3. Let X and α :Sp→X be as in Theorem 2.2. Assume that the dimension of
X is less than or equal to (k+ 1)q − 2. For all i > 0,
σ i cat(X ∪α ep+1)6 k⇒ΣiH ′(α)= 0.
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If X is a sphere Sq , the condition on the dimension is always true and we mention this
special case:
Corollary 2.4. For a map α :Sp→ Sq (q > 2, p > q + 1) and for i 6 1, one has:
σ i cat(Sq ∪α ep+1)6 1 if and only if ΣiH ′(α)= 0.
Note that Gilbert [9] established Corollary 2.4 for the special case i = 1. The proofs of
these theorems are postponed until the end of this section. For the moment, we apply them
to the determination of σ i cat for some spaces.
Example 1. Let Y = S3 ∪α e7 where α = ν′ ∈ pi6(S3) is an element of order 4 then, for
any field k,
ek(Y )= 1 and ∀i > 0 σ i cat(Y )= 2.
Proof. Recall that an Adams–Hilton model of a space Z is a free model of the chain
algebra C∗(ΩZ) [1] (see also [5] for the properties of the Adams–Hilton model). The space
S3∪ν ′ e7 has the same Adams–Hilton model as S3∨S7. Hence [10] ek(Y )= ek(S3∨S7)=
1. The EHP sequence for the 2-localization of S3 shows that H2(ν′)= η where η ∈ pi6(S5)
is an iterated suspension of the Hopf map S3→ S2. The class H2(ν′) is thus stable and, by
Theorem 2.3, for all i > 0, one has σ i catX > 1. On the other hand the space Y has two
cells, and therefore σ i catX = 2. 2
Example 2 [9]. Let Y = S3 ∪α e18 where α = ε3 ◦ ν11 ◦ ν14 ∈ pi17(S3) is an element of
order 2. Gilbert proved that ΣH ′(α) = 0 while H ′(α) 6= 0. Therefore Y is a space such
that:
∀i > 1 σ i cat(Y )= 1, and σ 0 cat(Y )= catY = 2.
Example 3. Let Y = S2 ∪α e10 where α ∈ pi9(S2) is an element of order 3 then,
∀i > 2 σ i cat(Y )= 1, and σ 0 cat(Y )= σ 1 catY = 2.
Proof. From the computations done in [13], we can deduce thatH ′(α)=H2(α). Moreover
Iwase showed that ΣH2(α) 6= 0 while Σ2H2(α)= 0. Our equalities follow then from the
Corollary 2.4. 2
Define inductively Y (0) = Y , Y (n) = Y ∧ Y (n−1) where ∧ denotes the smash product.
Consider the reduced diagonal of Y , ∆n+1Y :Y → Yn+1 → Y (n+1) where the right map
is the identification map. Define wcat(Y ) to be the least integer n such that ∆n+1Y is
homotopically trivial [3]. Berstein and Hilton study this invariant with the aid of the crude
Hopf invariant which, in the case of maps Sp→ Sq , coincides with ΣH2 [12]. In general
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σ cat and wcat are not comparable. In Example 3, one has σ cat(Y )= 1 and ΣH2(α) 6= 0,
it follows from [3] that wcat(Y )= cat(Y )= 2. On the other hand:
Example 4. Consider Y = S2a ∨S2b ∪α e5 where α ∈ pi4(S2a ∨S2b ) is the iterated Whitehead
product [ιa, [ιa, ιb]] of the obvious inclusions. Then
wcat(Y )= 1 and σ i catY = 2 for all i > 0.
Proof. The equality wcat(Y )= 1 is proved in [3]. From the Adams–Hilton model of Y , it
is easy to see that eQ(Y )= 2 which implies the other equalities. 2
Before proving Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, remark the more general following facts
concerning the Ganea spaces of the adjunction space Y =X ∪α ep+1:
The map Ωj ◦ α¯ =Ωj ◦Ωα ◦ ¯idSp is homotopically trivial and so is each composition
Sp
γn◦Σα¯−→ Gn(X) Gn(j)−→ Gn(Y ).
By the universal property of push-outs we obtain a map g˜n :Gn(X)∪γn◦Σα¯ ep+1→ Y and
a commutative diagram in which ζn ◦ jn =Gn(j).
Gn(X)
jn
gn(X)
Gn(X) ∪γn◦Σα¯ ep+1 ζn
g˜n
Gn(Y )
gn(Y )
X
j
Y Y
Proposition 2.5. For all n> 1, the above diagram satisfies:
(i) The left square is a push-out;
(ii) ζn is a p+ q − 1 equivalence;
(iii) the maps gn(X) and gn(Y ) induce a map C(Gn(j))→ C(j)= Sp+1 which is an
isomorphism in homology up to degree p+ q − 1.
Proof. The property of composition of push-outs gives the statement (i). For (ii), we
proceed by induction on n. The step n = 1 is proved in [9, Proposition 4.3]. Remark
that Gilbert stated it only for q > 3 but his proof also works for q > 2. Assume that the
result is valid for n> 1. Remark that the space Gn+1(X) ∪γn+1◦Σα¯ ep+1 is homotopic, via
the homotopy equivalence Gn(X) ∪ Fn(X) αn+1→ Gn+1(X), to the homotopy cofibre of the
composite
Fn(X)
Fn(j)→ Gn(X) jn→Gn(X)∪γn◦Σα¯ ep+1.
Consider the following diagram:
Fn(X)
in(X)
Fn(X)
Fn(j)
Fn(Y )
in(Y )
Gn(X) jn
Gn(X) ∪γn◦Σα¯ ep+1 ζn Gn(Y )
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By taking the homotopy cofibres of in(X), jn ◦ in(X) and in(Y ) and by using the homotopy
equivalence αn+1, we get a sequence
Gn+1(X)→Gn+1(X)∪γn+1◦Σα¯ ep+1→Gn+1(Y ).
It is easy to identify this composite with ζn+1 ◦ jn+1. By expressing Fn(Y ) and Fn(X) as
iterated joins, we remark that the map Fn(j) is a nq + p − 1 equivalence. It follows from
the five lemma and the induction, that ζn+1 is also a p+ q − 1 equivalence as required.
(iii) The construction of the homotopy cofibres of jn, Gn(j) and j gives, in particular,
the following diagram:
Gn(X) ∪γn◦Σα¯ ep+1 ζn Gn(Y )
C(jn)= Sp+1 C(Gn(j))
Sp+1 C(j)
Clearly, the map Sp+1 → C(Gn(j)) induces an injective morphism in homology.
Moreover, since the upper square is a push-out, we can deduce from (ii) that Sp+1 →
C(Gn(j)) is a p + q − 1 equivalence. Therefore this map induces an isomorphism in
homology up to degree p + q − 1 and so does its left inverse C(Gn(j))→ C(j) =
Sp+1. 2
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Throughout this proof we use the notation established in the proof
of Proposition 2.5. Recall that σ i cat(Y ) is the least integer n for which the map
Σi−1cn(Y ) :Σi−1Y →Σi−1Cn(Y )
is homotopically trivial. Denote by c˜k :Y → C(g˜k) the inclusion of Y into the homotopy
cofibre of g˜k :Gk(X) ∪γk◦Σα¯ ep+1 → Y . We have to prove the homotopy triviality of
Σi−1c˜k :Σi−1Y → Σi−1C(g˜k) as it implies that of Σi−1ck(Y ). For that we built a
commutative diagram
Σi−1Y
Σi−1 c˜k
Sp+i
ΣiH ′(α)
Σi−1C(g˜k) κ ΣiC(s)
in which κ is a homotopy equivalence. In order to construct such a square consider the
following diagram
X
ι
s
CX
Sp
γk◦Σα¯
Gk(X)
%
gk(X)
C(s)
Sp
α
X
ι
CX
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Remark that the right bottom square is a push-out. The construction of homotopy cofibres
of maps γk ◦Σα¯, H ′(α), α and ι ◦ α gives the following push-out
Gk(X) ∪γk◦Σα¯ ep+1
g˜k
C(H ′(α))
δ
Y C(ι ◦ α)
The map
δ :C(H ′(α))→ C(ι ◦ α)' Sp+1
is the connecting map in the Puppe sequence of the cofibration Sp H
′(α)→ C(s)→ C(H ′(α)).
By taking the homotopy cofibres in the previous push-out, we get the following diagram in
which the bottom maps are homotopy equivalences:
Y
c˜k
C(ι ◦ α) ' Sp+1
ΣH ′(α)
C(g˜k) ' C(δ) ' ΣC(s)
The (i − 1)-fold suspension of this diagram completes the proof. 2
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Recall that s :X→Gk(X) is a fixed section of gk(X). Suppose
that σ i cat(Y )6 k. Let sˇ :ΣiY →ΣiGk(Y ) be a homotopy section of Σigk(Y ). Remark
that Σigk(Y ) ◦ΣiGk(j) ◦Σis ' Σigk(Y ) ◦ sˇ ◦Σij . By the connectivity of Fk(Y ), the
map gk(Y ) is a q(k + 1)− 1 equivalence. The map Σigk(Y ) is hence a q(k + 1)− 1+ i
equivalence and with the hypothesis on the dimension of X, we know that the map
induced by Σigk(Y ), [ΣiX,ΣiGk(Y )] → [ΣiX,ΣiY ], is bijective. Therefore, the maps
ΣiGk(j) ◦Σis and sˇ ◦Σij are homotopic. We get then a map ψ between the homotopy
cofibres of Σis and sˇ such that the right upper square commutes up to homotopy:
ΣiC(s) ψ C(sˇ)
ΣiSp
ΣiH ′(α)
Σi (γk◦Σα¯) Σ
iGk(X)
ΣiGk(j)
ΣiGk(Y )
ΣiX
Σis
Σij
ΣiY
sˇ
Recall that Gk(j) factors through Gk(X) ∪γk◦Σα¯ ep+1. It follows that ψ ◦ ΣiH ′(α) is
homotopically trivial. Let us show that ψ is a p+ i+ 1 equivalence and the statement will
be proved. By Proposition 2.5 the map ΣiC(Gk(j))→ Sp+i+1 gives an isomorphism in
homology up to degree p+ q − 1+ i . So does also its right homotopy inverse induced by
Σis and sˇ. Since q > 2, the homotopy cofibre of ψ is at least p+ i + 1-connected, and so
ψ is a p+ i + 1 equivalence. 2
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3. Product formulas and the Ganea conjecture
In this section we study the behaviour of σ i cat and σ cat with respect to product spaces.
Theorem 3.1. For all i > 0 and for all m> 1, one has
σ i+m cat(X)+ 16 σ i cat(X× Sm)6 σ i cat(X)+ 1.
Note that Moyaux [19] has shown, with other techniques, that σ i+m cat(X) + 1 6
cat(X× Sm).
A first consequence of Theorem 3.2 is:
Corollary 3.2. σ cat(X× Sm)= σ cat(X)+ 1.
Remark that Rudyak [20] proved that r(X)+ 16 r(X× Sm).
The second inequality in Theorem 3.1 comes from the following more general
inequality:
Proposition 3.3. ∀i > 0, σ i cat(X× Y )6 σ i cat(X)+ σ i cat(Y ).
We postpone the proofs until the end of this section and begin to study the Ganea
conjecture. As a consequence of Theorem 3.1 we obtain a sufficient condition for a space
to satisfy the Ganea conjecture:
Proposition 3.4. Let X be a space and m > 1, if σm+1 cat(X) = cat(X) then cat(X ×
Sm)= cat(X)+ 1.
In particular, we recover Rudyak’s condition: if σ cat(X) = cat(X) then ∀m > 1,
cat(X× Sm)= cat(X)+ 1. Recently Strom [22] proved that any (q − 1)-connected CW-
complex X whose dimension is less than or equal to (catX + 1)q − 2 satisfies the Ganea
conjecture. Corollary 1.6 together with Proposition 3.4 give a new proof of Strom’s result.
Moreover, Theorems 2.3 and 3.1 allow to generalize Strom’s result to the adjunction of one
cell in the following way:
Theorem 3.5. Let X be a (q − 1)-connected CW-complex (q > 2) with catX = k,
s :X→Gk(X) be a section of gk(X), and α :Sp→X (p > q + 1) be a continuous map.
Suppose that dim(X)6 (k + 1)q − 2 then
∀m> 1, if Σm+1H ′(α) 6= 0
then cat
(
(X ∪α ep+1)× Sm
)= cat(X ∪α ep+1)+ 1.
Proof. Let Y = X ∪α ep+1. From Theorem 2.3 and Σm+1H ′(α) 6= 0, we deduce that
σm+1 cat(Y ) > cat(X). It follows that σm+1 cat(Y ) = cat(Y ). By applying Theorem 3.1
for i = 1 we get cat(Y ) + 1 6 σ 1 cat(Y × Sm). The inequalities σ 1 cat(Y × Sm) 6
cat(Y × Sm)6 cat(Y )+ 1 complete the proof. 2
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As an illustration of this theorem we give an example which cannot be reached with
Strom’s criterion:
Example 5. Consider ε3 the element of order 2 in pi11(S3). By [23] we know that H2(ε3)
is a stable class which implies that H ′(ε3) is stably non trivial. So the space S3 ∪ε3 e12
satisfies the Ganea conjecture.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. The case i = 0 is well known. Moreover we know that
cat Gn(X)6 n and cat Gl(Y )6 l. Therefore cat(Gn(X)×Gl(Y ))6 n+ l. This implies
that the map gn(X)×gl(Y ) factors, up to homotopy, throughGn+l (X×Y ), i.e., there exists
a map λ :Gn(X)×Gl(Y )→Gn+l (X × Y ) such that gn+l (X × Y ) ◦ λ' gn(X)× gl(Y ).
Suppose now that σ i catX6 n and σ i catY 6 l. We have to construct a homotopy section
of Σi(gn(X) × gl(Y )). The composition of this section with Σiλ will give a homotopy
section of Σign+l (X × Y ) and thus the inequality σ i cat(X× Y )6 n+ l. For two spaces
A,B let ν :Σ(A×B)→Σ(A×B)∨Σ(A×B) be the pinch map. It is well known that the
map Ψ :Σ(A×B)→ΣA∨ΣB ∨Σ(A∧B) given by the composition (ΣprA∨ΣprB ∨
ΣprA∧B)◦ (ν∨ id)◦ν is a natural homotopy equivalence. By naturality, it is thus sufficient
to construct a homotopy section ofΣign(X)∨Σigl(X)∨Σi(gn(X)∧ gl(Y )). Let sX and
sY be homotopy sections of Σign(X) and Σigl(Y ). Denote by R :Σ(A∧B)→A∧ΣB
and L :Σ(A∧B)→ΣA∧B the natural homotopy equivalences. A homotopy section of
Σi
(
gn(X)∧ gl(Y )
)=Σi(id ∧ gl(Y )) ◦Σi(gn(X)∧ id)
is given by
sX∧Y = L−1 ◦ (sX ∧ id) ◦L ◦R−1 ◦ (id ∧ sY ) ◦R.
Therefore sX ∨ sY ∨ sX∧Y is the desired homotopy section. 2
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The problem is reduced to the first inequality. Suppose that
σ i cat(X × Sm) 6 n+ 1 (i > 0). Consider the following diagram in which the maps pF
and pG are induced by the canonical projections X× Sm→X and X× Sm→ Sm.
Fn(X× Sm) pF
in(X×Sm)
Fn(X)× Fn(Sm) id×∗
in(X)×in(Sm)
Fn(X)×∗
in(X)
Gn(X× Sm) pG Gn(X)×Gn(Sm) id×gn(Sm) Gn(X)× S
m
Denote by
p˜n+1 : G˜n+1 =
(
Gn(X)× Sm
)∪C(Fn(X)× ∗)→X× Sm
the map extending gn(X)× id which sends the cone onto the base point. From the diagram
above we get a map f :Gn+1(X×Sm)→ G˜n+1 such that p˜n+1 ◦f ' gn+1(X×Sm). As a
consequenceΣip˜n+1 has a homotopy section s˜. For a space Z, denote by piZ :Z× Sm→
Z ∧ Sm the identification map. Define p˜i : G˜n+1 → Gn(X) ∧ Sm by p˜i(u) = piGn(X)(u)
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if u ∈ Gn(X) × Sm and p˜i (u) = ∗ if u ∈ C(Fn(X) × ∗). By construction we have a
commutative diagram
G˜n+1
p˜n+1
p˜i
Gn(X)∧ Sm
gn(X)∧id
X× Sm piX X ∧ Sm
From the decomposition of Σ(X × Sm) we deduce a homotopy section, ξ , of ΣipiX
(i > 0). Therefore (Σip˜i) ◦ s˜ ◦ ξ is a homotopy section of Σi(gn(X) ∧ id)'Σi+mgn(X)
and we obtain σ i+m cat(X)6 n. 2
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